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Leadership within Natural Law 
 
Aligned with Natural Law, there will simply be in most circumstances a natural leader for that circumstance, the 
person who is the “right one” to lead the way for that circumstance. They will not get attached to that role. In the 
next circumstance someone else may be the natural leader. Everyone involved would recognize and honor this 
natural principle. Those who were the more consistent “leaders” or elders or however they would be looked at, 
would have that position because they deserved it, due to their dedication to doing the right thing, their natural 
wisdom, the result of their level of evolution and their past with the same group of Souls. The basis of that leadership 
would be SERVICE, what I give back to the group, not the perks, privileges, benefits I get from being a leader. From 
what I have read, in the old days among the native people, if there was not enough food to go around, the chief did 
not eat. Everything was shared. There was not an entitled class who deserved more because of their leadership 
positions. These are what I would call natural hierarchies. They are self-evident, meaning it is clear why various 
people are in various roles – they have earned the right to be there, not bought or stolen or bribed their way into 
those positions. (Steve) 
 

Natural Law of giving, sharing and inclusion 
 
One thing I suggest reading is chapter 3 in Pluto Vol. 2, Social, Cultural, Parental, and Religious Imprinting. Think of 
the experiences – festivals, gatherings, workshops, etc. – you have attended, where people naturally cooperate and 
help each other rather than compete. (I used to go to events like that and wonder what would happen if everyone 
simply refused to go home – and started living that way all the time.) These are experiences in current times of 
Natural Law in action. Natural times were not utopian. Life was often hard. Food could be scarce. A tiger could eat 
your baby or your animals. Lightning could strike your hut. People lived in closer awareness of their dependency on 
nature for survival. That created a natural humility, and a sense of banding together as necessary for survival. We all 
lived through such times, and those memories are still within us. Some of it is finding the memories within, and 
paying attention to how they feel.  
 
An important point is, Natural Law is Natural – we don’t really have to learn how to live that way – it’s the way we 
are actually wired, if only we stop listening to the distorted inner voices we’ve learned to let override how we 
naturally feel. Practicing listening to, and following, intuition is really important too. As is the work you are doing at 
getting to the root of the distorted patterns so you can begin releasing them. And remember, it took a long time to 
create the distorted patterns. The path back from distorted to natural can take less time than the path from natural 
to distorted, because it IS natural. But it does take time, because we have learned the distorted patterns very 
well. Practicing kindness and patience with self on the slow but steady journey back to natural is also really valuable. 
(Steve) 
 

Capacity to give according to Natural Laws 
 
In Natural Laws, the Laws set in motion by the Source Of All Thing, one of those laws relative to human beings, is to 
give, share, and include. Thus, when humans live in accordance with Natural Laws all will give according to their 
capacity, and the natural roles each human has in the context of the social whole that they are part of. Sadly, this 
Natural Law has been perverted and turned upside down. That Natural Law has now become one of self-interest 
and exclusion which is not a Natural Law at all. As a Soul progressively de-conditions from all the man-made and 
artificial conditioning that has been manifesting since around 7,000 BCE forwards the Natural Law, and desire, to 
give, share and include begins to resurface into the consciousness of the Soul. Thus, it is a function, to give, share, 
and include, of evolution itself relative to the patriarchal times that we all have been living in for a long time. The 
process, evolutionarily speaking, of de-conditioning allows the natural desire in all souls to give, etc, to manifest. 
(Rad) 
 

Knowledge vs belief 
 
The operative word is BELIEFS. People can conjure up anything and make themselves believe it. Once they do that 
then the nature of whatever those ‘beliefs’ are become the determinant of how they interpret the nature of actual 
(natural) reality. They become the basis of what they come to value, and what they come to value then becomes the 
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basis of the MEANING for their lives. In combination this then becomes the causative factor in judgments: internal 
and external. This is very important for all of us to understand for in NATURAL LAWS, the actual laws that have been 
set in motion by what we call God’ess, does not require BELIEFS whatsoever. It does require knowledge, TO KNOW, 
what has actually been created by what we call God'ess. To know is very different than believing anything. When 
Jesus said, for example, ‘When thy eye is single one’s whole body is full of light.’ This does not require believing that. 
This natural truth or law can indeed be experienced within oneself by simply shallowing and suspending the breath. 
At that point the Soul KNOWS this truth. It does not believe it, because it knows it. (Rad) 
 

Clashing beliefs 
 
Q.  People will believe just about anything. How do we deal with a clash of beliefs? Eg Person A’s knowledge based 
on Natural Laws clashing with Person B’s beliefs based on something else. 
 
A.  Knowledge is not a function of beliefs. Beliefs do not equal knowledge. For the vast majority of humans who are 
defined by beliefs where beliefs are linked with the psychological need to feel secure, self-consistent, this of course 
leads to all the horrible conflicts that humans then create for themselves because of the psychological need to 
impose their specific beliefs on others who do not hold those beliefs. Thus, others are then perceived as threatening 
to one’s beliefs because this then challenges the need to feel secure: self-consistent. This is why ‘religion’ is one of 
the core causes of all conflicts and wars between peoples where religion is simply a combination of various 
cosmological beliefs. Knowledge is that which is internally realized. Thus, knowledge is just that: knowledge and not 
beliefs. Knowledge DOES NOT NEED TO BE BELIEVED IN. Knowledge just is. It can only be realized and NOT INVENTED. 
The vast majority of humans live in a state of delusional beliefs of one sort or another. Thus, they clash for the 
reasons just discussed. In my view, the best way to deal with this clashing of beliefs is simply to stand aside and let 
humans do what humans do. If any person actually asks another for some sort of perspective of something, some 
way of understanding something, of what one knows versus believes then go ahead and share whatever that is 
because, after all, one is asking the other. This is very different than most humans who simply impose their blathering 
beliefs on all others. So for those that need to clash in this way, so be it. For myself, I will stand aside unless asked 
by another something that they want or need from me. (Rad) 
 
Q.  The reason I ask this question is because it is overwhelming the amount of ‘stuff’ out there, and as you say Natural 
Laws are very simple. 
 
A.  Right, and most of that ‘stuff’ is delusional beliefs and ideas that, in the end, evaporate into the nothingness in 
which they manifested in the first place. It is just the normal blather that the egocentric structures of most Souls 
need to generate in order to fill up the inner void that has been created in most because of not making the internal 
effort to actually KNOW that which is defined by the Natural Laws set in motion at the moment of the manifested 
Creation by the Source Of All Things. (Rad) 
 

Deviation – distortion – violation – perversion of Natural Law  
 
Natural Law as set in motion by the Creator contains within it the possibility of ‘deviation.’ Thus, deviation from 
Natural Law is part of Natural Law. Natural Law as contained within manifested creation when it was set in motion 
was imperfect, and hence, Natural Law also needed to be changed (Sagittarius) by the Creator, as a consequence of 
the Creator’s evolution. And that’s because the nature of the Creator, as Wolf taught in his lifetime, is in fact not 
perfect. The very origin of ‘imperfection’ is the Origin of Creation Itself. (Rad) 
 
As the patriarchy began, and has increased, there has been a progressive violation of all Natural Laws, the 
consequences of which all humans are being subjected to. As Wolf taught for so long, the term ‘matriarchy’ is really 
a word that symbolizes the vast majority of human her/history in which the human life form was living in accordance 
with all Natural Laws, and every other life form was. Thus, a state of balance on this Earth. And that, included, of 
course the Natural Laws of the masculine and feminine principles, laws, created by the Creator. The patriarchy is a 
word that thus symbolizes a progressive violation of these Natural Laws, and the consequences to that fact. The core 
Natural Law that has been violated in the Natural Law of ‘giving, sharing, and inclusion’ to ‘self-interest’ and 
‘exclusion.’ That core violation has led to the totality of what we all are experiencing now. (Rad) 
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[The Oil gush/spill] Events like this are not necessarily God’s will. That perspective is too commonly used to excuse 
things that are flat out wrong, to avoid staring into the face of the consequences of human choices, behaviors. God 
gave us free will within certain ranges, to either align ourselves with Divine intent or to override and deny Divine 
intent and act in our selfish little ways (by “our” I mean by humans collectively). Just because something is within 
the realm of possibility does not mean people acting that out are actualizing God’s will. Like the president of 
Goldman Sachs, a firm that has brought much of the world to its financial knees, who was quoted as saying that 
Goldman Sachs was doing God’s work. Don’t forget, God is the origin of the possibility of evil also. In that sense doing 
what is inherently wrong can be part of God’s will, but is that really the part of God, the lower negative selfish 
possibilities, that you want to align yourself with, or make excuses for other humans and organizations who do that? 
“Violation of Natural Law” means acting in a way that puts self or self-interest or the interests of a few ahead of the 
greater interests of the whole, human and planet-wide. We don’t HAVE to keep making the same sort of limited 
selfish stupid choices that inevitably wind up in wide scale loss and pain to all sorts of little people who never 
benefited from the vast fortunes made by the few in the first place (like oil companies). (Steve) 
 
In Natural Law Saturn, Capricorn, and the 10th house all correlate to the total structure of Natural Laws as manifesting 
in the time/space reality that we call Earth. On the other hand, they also correlate to the total perversion of those 
Natural Laws where those perversions have been caused by men through time. And, thus, what we call the 
patriarchy. So ever since the patriarchy began to emerge way back in the past this progressive perversion has in fact 
defined the vast majority, the Consensus evolutionary stage, right up until this moment in time. (Rad) 
 
The essence of patriarchal distortion is that we have come to accept as normal what in fact is quite distorted. To the 
point that most people, when presented with what is actually natural, find it odd, primitive, strange, uncomfortable, 
not normal-feeling. Because next to nothing in modern life is natural. Natural is giving, sharing, inclusion, 
cooperation. Distortion is self-interest, domination/submission, hierarchy, superiority/inferiority, etc. (Steve) 
 

Forces of evil 
 
I don’t feel what is playing out by way of the patriarchal extreme is due to another time of inequity from another 
time. And that’s because there never was another time of inequity linked with the natural feminine principle: 
women. Previous to the time of the patriarchal transition the gender definitions of male and female were in fact 
NATURAL: natural feminine and natural masculine as reflected in their natural roles in every way. This perversion 
that the men/patriarchy has created leading to the utter imbalance that it has is due, to me, by the forces of evil. 
When we remember that evil, Lucifer, can only be sustained as long as delusions are in place within humans then 
we can see how evil manifests within humans in this way: the total dominance of one gender over another. How 
many folks realize, for example, that of all the property that is ‘owned’ in the world today that only one percent or 
less is ‘owned’ by women? And, to me, I do not ever see a time in the future in which this will change, to come back 
to a state of natural balance as defined by Natural Laws. (Rad) 
 

Extinction of the human race 
 
To me the human race has made choices, and will continue to make choices, until it is too late, that will lead to its 
extinction. And the root of that cause, to me, is the utter delusion of self-interest equaling exclusion versus the 
Natural Laws of giving, sharing, and inclusion. This was, indeed, the cause of the patriarchy in the first place when 
men realized that they had an equal role in making babies with women. And what that then set in motion, which 
prevails to this day. Of course I hope I am completely wrong in my judgment that all will now lead to the extinction 
of the human species. Yet, it is what I feel in my bones. (Rad) 
 

Biological parents 
 
Q. This is a question about the relevance of knowledge/information about the biological father. During natural times, 
before the patriarchal family existed, in the vast majority of cases who the biological father was of any born child 
was irrelevant. Even, most men didn’t know they contributed to children being born. And this was not relevant 
because parenting was communal. Patriarchy implied a big change in this, in that the nuclear family, biological 
fatherhood, virginity of the bride and monogamy of the woman became the basis of social structure. This implied 
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many changes within relationships, like the meaning of commitment and the meaning of honesty, in relation with 
expectations of monogamy when they exist. 
 
When the biological father is other than the ‘apparent’ father, ie the woman’s couple, the woman’s concealment of 
this fact would be reflected in the Yod pattern existing between Gemini (information, duplicity), Scorpio (genes, sex, 
secret) and Capricorn (family structure, patriarchy, society). This implies the potential for a crisis in the structure of 
the family. Some psychoanalysts speak of an instability generated within the psychic structure that has the potential 
to derive in psychosis. They say this instability, and potential psychosis, would exist either for the woman or for the 
next generation or two. My feeling is this type of consequence can exist in some cases, but not always. 
 
The Yod between Gemini and Scorpio/Capricorn implies the potential for manipulations around the ‘secret,’ ie the 
Soul building protecting structures to prevent this critical piece of information to be known, by means of exclusions, 
further lies, or other means. Also, in most cases the dishonesty with the husband will create a fracture in the 
relationship, which will prevent true intimacy. These two dynamics can create some type of instability for the 
children. Beyond this, I don’t feel there are any necessary consequences implied in such concealment, other than 
the karmic consequences for the mother. Is this correct?  
(Gonzalo) 
 
A. Yes. (Rad) 
 

Natural Law of evolution of consciousness 
 
The totality of Consciousness correlates with Neptune/Pisces, and the 12th house. And within that totality of 
Consciousness lies its total potential: of what can be realized. Virgo of course is the natural polarity of Pisces. That 
correlates, archetypically, to LACK where lack is in reference to the total potential that has yet to be realized. 
Immutable consciousness simply means energy, as Jeffrey pointed out, and that energy cannot be destroyed: it can 
only change form. It is inherently full of potential to be realized which is the causative factor for the evolution of the 
Soul: consciousness. Until that full potential of consciousness is realized the Soul necessarily experiences LACK 
because LACK infers or reflects THE DESIRE FOR MORE than we currently have. The desire for more infers 
DISSATISFACTION which is the evolutionary determinant for that which will correlate to total SATISFACTION. Total 
satisfaction correlates with the desire to return to the SOURCE of consciousness and/or the Soul which is held as 
potential within the Soul and the consciousness within it. Thus, the sense of lack IS ESSENTIAL FOR IT PROMOTES 
THE ONGOING EVOLUTION OF THE SOUL IN ORDER TO REALIZE IT’S TOTAL POTENTIAL WHICH, IN THE END, IS TO 
CONSCIOUSLY UNITE ITSELF WITH ITS SOURCE: GOD/ESS. (Rad) 
 

Natural Law and command of the Natural Goddess  
 
A natural emotion specific to Neptune, etc., is one of empathy where empathy allows us to truly understand the 
emotional realities and needs of others. And within this emotion the DESIRE to help others in the ways that we 
naturally can without any other motive or agenda attached to it: to give to others what they actually need in the 
best ways that we can. This then allows the Soul to evolve because it is one of the Natural Laws and ‘commands’ of 
the natural Goddess to do so. The deepest degree of this Natural Law and the emotion of it is to ALWAYS PUT OTHERS 
FIRST no matter what the consequences may be to oneself: think of Jesus here for example of an ultimate 
manifestation of this. (Rad) 
 

Natural Law of the trinity  
 
The Natural Law of the trinity does apply to EA. Very simply when one combines with another one we have three. A 
simple example would be sperm and ovum. When they combine they produce a brand new organism. And of course 
the number three is the root number for all advanced math. It is in the union, combining, of the singular one’s that 
then produces three. Union thus becomes the causative factor, or determinant, of evolution itself: genetic evolution 
through the RNA and DNA of all living organisms. Through this Natural Law we then can see, via the EA paradigm, 
and existing state of evolution as symbolized in the natal position of Pluto, its polarity point that is then united with, 
which in turn allows for an evolution of the existing state of evolution relative to the natal position of that Pluto. 
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Same thing as applied to the existing South Node of the Moon, its North Node, that thus evolves the South Node 
itself. (Rad) 
 
The natural evolutionary progression always involves the Natural Law of the trinity. The natal position of, for 
example, Pluto operates from birth relative to how the Soul comes into the current life from where it has been: there 
is a natural polarity point to this that symbolizes the core evolutionary intent. As the Soul moves, evolves, towards 
that intent it then simultaneously EVOLVES the orientation of the natal position of Pluto itself. Thus, the Natural Law 
of the trinity. We must remember that any house or sign is an entire archetype: a full spectrum within itself. As 
evolution proceeds within any archetype the various orientations within that spectrum are embraced as a result. 
(Rad) 
 

Natural Law of involution 
 
God will continue in its own journey to its own perfection. In this beyond long journey what we call God expands 
and contracts over lengths of time that we cannot even imagine. This natural expansion and contraction corresponds 
with the collapse of the entire Creation which leads to yet another expansion manifesting as a new form of Creation. 
Thus the cycles of creation/evolution occur in this natural way. When the cycle of contraction occurs this is called 
the Natural Law of involution where all existing forms born in the expansion cycle are destroyed, and then 
reformulated energetically in yet another cycle of expansion and the forms of how creation looks like in each one. 
(Rad) 
 

Natural Laws of light, gravity, motion, magnetism, vibration, and heat 
 
Intrinsic to Creation is CONSCIOUSNESS because of course what we call God is CONSCIOUS. The dimensions of each 
Creation called, in our terms, the Cosmos and Universes are so vast that we simply cannot comprehend from the 
limitation of the consciousness contained within the human form. And within that vastness all of the Natural Laws 
that God has SET IN MOTION in each cycle of Creation manifest in all kinds of different ways depending on Light, 
Gravity, Motion, Magnetism, Vibration, and Heat. Depending on CONDITIONS defined by these Natural Laws as they 
interact within themselves as found at various points throughout the vastness of the totality of the Creation 
Consciousness can take hold and root itself. This we call life. (Rad) 
 

Natural Law of free choice 
 
All things, phenomena, have been set in motion by the Creator including the possibility of ‘excess of will.’ And that 
is due to the Natural Law of ‘free choice’ that the Creator is responsible for Creating in the first place. (Rad) 
 
The choices that humans have made, which has led to NOW, the reality of NOW, are that which is responsible for 
what the reality is that we are all living in NOW. The effect of the collective choices upon all individuals within that 
collective, even when certain percentages of humans have rebelled or disagreed with the vast majority of other 
humans who have made those choices. This has nothing to do with whether we are ‘here’ or ‘not here.’ It has 
everything to do with what the nature of ‘here’ is, now at this point in time. I am not saying it is ‘negative’ to be here 
at all. God/ess is the origin of all things, and is thus responsible for that fact. The fact of Creation, of creating anything, 
including the Natural Law of free choice. That law exists within all forms of the Creation, and those choices start with 
the evolutionary imperative to survive. It is because the human life form began to make choices 8,000 years ago now 
that started to violate all the Natural Laws, through the vehicle of free choice, that the survival of the species itself 
is now in question when projected into the future, based on the choices that have led to now: the past leading to 
the present. If humans had continued to make choices that we all in accordance with all the Natural Laws up until 
this moment in time then the very nature of the reality that we are all living now would be utterly different. And 
that difference would start with the human life form still being in a state of balance with the totality of the Creation, 
with the totality of all other living things on this planet. Humans would still be living a reality whose bottom line 
choices would revolve around ‘giving, sharing, and inclusion.’ Imagine – just imagine if that were true. (Rad) 
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Natural Law of separation 
 
The natural desire to separate was put in motion by the Creator itself. That’s why it is natural. The intention within 
this as designed by the Creator was for all aspects of the Creation that had conscious awareness to realize, 
consciously realize, that in their APPARENT separateness that defined their sense of individuality, that their origins, 
where they came from, what their essence was/is, is the Creator itself. Within this core awareness is the awareness 
that all of the manifested Creation is thus interrelated and interdependent. All is part of the whole. It is a Natural 
Law. When humans lived in this way for the balance of its history until recent times, they were thus living in a reality 
that was defined by ‘giving, sharing, and inclusion’ which equaled their need for survival as individuals, and as groups 
of people. When this natural desire of separateness became perverted this Natural Law of giving, sharing, and 
inclusion changed to self-interest, and exclusion. Step back for a moment and imagine realities created by humans 
that were defined by the Natural Law of giving, sharing, and inclusion versus the realities that have been created by 
self-interest and exclusion. The stark relief created in this comparison should speak for itself.  
 
A simple example: American Indians hunting for buffalo. Once the buffalo was killed the Indian would pray for the 
buffalo and thank it for providing food for the tribe in the understanding of how the WHOLE was interrelated, and 
how each part of that whole was dependent for survival on that whole. Now compare this to the White man, under 
the delusion of Manifest Destiny which itself manifested from their MAN-CREATED, not God-created, version of 
Christianity. And how the White man almost brought to extinction the entire buffalo species in its greed defined by 
self-interest and exclusion, ie the White man in its delusive self-importance and superiority to all that was NOT HIM 
having zero awareness of the WHOLE. Thus all other aspects of the Creation were to serve its own self-interest 
defined by others who threatened that self-interest. When the buffalo was killed it was left to rot on the ground that 
it was killed after its hide had been removed. This simple example of the perversion of the natural desire to separate 
could be exampled in literally thousands of ways. And it is because it can, the actual reality that has been created 
leading right up to the present moment, that humans have guaranteed their extinction. The Creator is also the origin 
of course of free choice. And it is through choice making that all of us are responsible for what we create. (Rad) 
 

Natural Law of elimination 
 
The integration point between the dual nature of desires within all of our Souls is elimination. Eliminating, in the 
end, all separating desires to the exclusion of the only desire that can remain, and that desire of course is to reunite 
with that which is the Cause of Creation. The means for evolution to take place is based on this Natural Law of 
elimination within the Soul as reflected progressively in the egos that it creates from life to life. (Rad) 
 

Natural Law:  Every action has a proportionate reaction 
 
Q.  Exactly what does this mean, “Every action sets off a counter action at the opposite end of the scale”? 
 
A.  This simply means that every ACTION has a PROPORTIONATE REACTION. Natural Law.  Example: If I stretch out a 
rubber band to its maximum before breaking and then let it go the reaction to the initiated action of the stretching 
will be of the same strength, or close to it, as it took to stretch it to its maximum. If I take the same rubber band and 
stretch it out to only half of what is possible relative to the maximum stretch, then when I let it go the reaction will 
be proportionate to how much energy it took to stretch it to only that far. When I let it go the reaction will mirror 
that. If I decide to walk out my door and shoot somebody for the fun of it then it is just as possible for someone that 
I did not see to shoot me in reaction to what I just did. If not right away, then down the line at some point. (Rad) 
 
I was reminded of something Jeffrey said many times: “All evolution is preceded by involution.” Involution means 
existing forms go out of form – must be destroyed. Then new forms can come forth. Every new evolution contains 
within itself the seeds of its own eventual involution, to be replaced by yet another evolution. This is just how life 
works, which is validated by our endless life experiences. In creating something new, we are effectively destroying 
something old. Every book sold on Amazon is one less book sold in the existing form we call a local bookstore. This 
global change in how books are sold causes local book stores to have to evolve – mutate – to survive in these new 
conditions. Many who try to stay the same wind up closing down. We can have opinions on whether this global 
change is good or bad (it might be both at the same time) but regardless, once something new is set in motion there 
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is no stopping the consequences. We can’t go backwards. And change inevitably results in the destruction of some 
of what has been before. [In terms of astrology] to me its an intrinsic principle that is inherent in all signs/planets, in 
that everything is evolving towards its polarity. Taurus to Scorpio, Gemini to Sag, etc. We also have the planetary 
nodes. The South Node of Mars is the past Mars. The current Mars is the present life Mars, which in the present life 
is evolving towards its polarity. The North Node of Mars is the future Mars. The current life Mars represents the 
current expression of what has come before. It evolves towards its polarity. That is the current life conscious 
expression of the deeper long term movements of Mars towards its North Node. It also brings to mind the cycle of 
phases and aspects. Everything begins in seed form at the new phase conjunction. That conjunction contains all that 
has come before it, yet it is also a new beginning. At the other end, we have the balsamic phase conjunction, which 
is the very end of a whole cycle of becoming, that which is approaching going out of form. Which is shortly followed 
by the new phase conjunction, new things/attitudes/behaviors coming into form. Pluto/Scorpio symbolizes the 
death-rebirth process. (Steve) 
 

Natural Law of love 
 
In the totality of creation, there are natural structures set in place by the creator. An example of this would be the 
spiritual reality of angels, devas, nature spirits, etc. Also all the various saints and spiritual guides that serve a unique 
function and role in creation, and this includes the natural wisdom of any Soul who has lived a full life in alignment 
with Natural Law. One thing that Capricorn teaches is the appropriateness of time and space. Different “rules” 
operate at different size scales. The only law that does not change is the Law of Love. Love is the guiding motivation 
of creation itself. I feel in essence, the Capricorn archetype reveals how we are meant to appropriately structure our 
existence in alignment with Natural Law, which is an expression of Love, as human beings here on earth. (Ari Moshe) 
 

Natural Law of guilt  
 
Natural guilt (no different than putting a baby on the autobahn) is just naturally wrong. And that creates the natural 
guilt as a result. Yet, unless that natural guilt is ‘owned’ or internalized the appropriate, natural, adjustment cannot 
be made. So these folks have a natural reaction or response that reflects this natural guilt yet, at the same time, 
DENY that guilt BECAUSE OF THE CONSEQUENCES of what owning that guilt would create and necessitate. A typical 
inner response to this would be something like “yes, I know this is true, but there is nothing I can really do about it. 
It’s just too large of an issue for me to make any difference at all. It’s just the way things are now. So I can only accept 
what is.” It is precisely this kind of inner reaction within countless individuals in the face of all that is Naturally Wrong 
that, of course, allows all that is naturally wrong to be sustained. And that, of course, is how evil continues to ‘win.’ 
And the consequences of that ‘winning,’ then means the long term damage to the internal anatomy and physiology 
of all who consume food ‘produced’ in this way (inorganically). And what is the common dominator in this evil: 
money. Yet again. One form of that man-made teaching is the Christine doctrine called ‘original sin’ wherein 
somehow humans separated themselves from God. Or from a Jewish point of view the fact they were the ‘chosen’ 
people and, thus, must ‘suffer’ because of this ‘fact.’ And, from an Eastern point of view the total misuse of the word, 
and application of that word, ‘karma.’  
 
All of this crap is a total distortion of the Natural Laws, including the Natural Law of guilt. Natural guilt does indeed 
induce a ‘feeling’ that we did something wrong because of violating some Natural Law. And it is that feeling that 
then draws us inward to reflect on whatever our action or behavior was to induce that feeling. And then by going 
into that feeling it promotes realization, the realization of what Natural Law was violated. This is the natural way of 
learning induced by natural guilt. The person realizes it FROM WITHIN THEMSELVES. No one needs to be hammered 
over the head with harsh words about how ‘bad’ we are because we have ‘violated’ some man-made law. In fact 
when man-made laws have the effect of suppressing something that is natural, some natural behavior, that then 
becomes the basis of anger and rage. When anger and rage are induced because of this they, in turn, induce 
distortion: distorted behavior based on that which has been repressed because of the man-made law. (Rad)   
 
Relative to the archetype of atonement linked with guilt each Soul reacts, and thus makes choices, differently. The 
natural process leading any Soul to finally be free of needing to atone for whatever guilt, natural or unnatural, is 
different for all Souls. And, of course, much depends on the very nature of the causative factors for the guilt in the 
first place: the extent and extremity of it. If any given Soul were responsible, say, for the deaths of a great many 
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people due to its negligence how long would it take for such a Soul to stop atoning for this fact? If it were you, how 
long do you think that might be? If it were someone else, how long do you think it may take for that person to be 
free of atoning for such a guilt? There is just no way to know. Each Soul is different. The key issue here is whether 
the guilt is natural or not. (Rad) 
 
When guilt occurs to a Soul that is natural then the very nature of that guilt, the events that have caused it, will stay 
within the Soul forever. It does this so that the Soul will never repeat the causes or actions that lead to the natural 
guilt. On the other hand, any guilt that is within the Soul that is not natural can and will be expelled from the Soul at 
some point. Thus when dealing with clients it is very important to understand this critical difference which then 
dictates how a client dealt with relative to a therapeutic approach. (Rad) 
 

Learned guilt vs natural guilt 
 
JWG made a critical distinction relative to the archetype of masochism because it can have two distinct causes. One 
cause is what he, and others, call spiritual masochism wherein the Soul is consciously and with intent ‘sacrificing’ its 
Soul for the benefit of others no matter what the personal cost to the Soul may be. The other cause is of course 
rooted in the need to atone for a sense of guilt because the Soul feels within itself that it has done something wrong 
which then necessitates the need to atone for that guilt. In both of these forms of masochism the ‘wounding’ that 
correlates with Chiron is thus based on the Soul having no boundaries or limits relative to the desire to help or heal 
others in the ways that are consistent with the evolutionary condition of the Soul: that which is possible because of 
the evolutionary condition or state of the Soul. When Chiron is manifesting itself though guilt and the need to atone 
for that guilt it is imperative, for those who are working with Chiron, to understand the difference between ‘learned’ 
guilt and natural guilt. Learned guilt occurs when a Soul is subjected to all kinds of projected judgments from others 
where the nature of those judgments are rooted in artificial or man-made laws that are temporal in nature. It can 
also occur by way of an inner self-judgment as the Soul measures or judges itself against these same man-made laws 
in which they forever come up short.  
 
In both cases this leads to the inner voice of ‘there must be something wrong with me’ in which the Soul then needs 
to ‘atone’ which then leads to the masochism inherent within Chiron. Natural guilt is a guilt that is rooted in that 
which is naturally right and wrong relative to all the Natural Laws that have been set in motion by the Creator in the 
first place. When a Soul transgresses these Natural Laws a state of natural guilt will occur. When this natural guilt 
manifests within the archetype of Chiron the need to atone for that natural guilt occurs. And that can then lead to 
the two forms of masochism that JWG taught. When working with those who are manifesting psychological or 
pathological masochism relative to their Chiron it is imperative to help them understand the difference between 
learned guilt versus natural guilt. Natural guilt will always remain in the Soul because that is how the Soul learns to 
do what is inherently right and wrong according the Natural Laws set in motion by the Creator. Learned guilt is that 
which can be jettisoned from the Soul because, after all, this type of guilt IS NOT NATURAL. In this way a healing of 
the wounds that correlate with Chiron can occur. It is also imperative that one understands the difference between 
pathological or psychological masochism versus what Green called ‘spiritual masochism.’ Spiritual masochism is a 
conscious choice by the Soul to sacrifice whatever wounds may occur to it by way of a pure giving to others ON THEIR 
BEHALF, ON GOD’S BEHALF. When this is the case it just is. There is nothing to heal or to change. JWG was the only 
one to my knowledge that taught that Chiron can also correlate to the wounding of others that then leads to a 
necessary guilt, and the need to atone for it NATURALLY. (Rad) 
 
On the flip side, Chiron will also correlate to the possibility and often the past karma of a Soul creating such guilt and 
wounding for others. The nature of that would stem from a core denial of one’s inner reality/condition by way of 
projecting that outwards towards others. This is how this would play out in patriarchal times where there are such 
strong distorted notions of absolute perfection and its implied polarity of fatal imperfection. The reality of having 
triggered wounding for others in the past can also be a cause for the Chiron guilt – and thus the psychological need 
to atone for that guilt. The integration of the Chiron archetype in a healthy way seems to entail a process of step by 
step healing which directly necessitates doing that which brings up the most pain while so doing it. In so doing, the 
Soul can receive the feedback/criticism of its environment and make necessary adjustments. Thus the Soul learns to 
bridge a higher spiritual purpose into this world by consciously integrating that purpose in a way that is pragmatic 
and focused – all rooted in deep self-acceptance. This produces in the end a great degree of compassion and ability 
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to serve others, even in the midst of seemingly painful inner or outer circumstances. This can only be done through 
the vehicle of being willing and comfortable with one’s own pain so that the Chiron work can evolve into selfless 
service without any martyrdom associated with it. (Ari Moshe)   
 
This is essentially correct yet ‘martyrdom’ can also be a function of a Soul who has made a conscious choice to 
sacrifice itself on behalf of others no matter what the personal cost may be to the Soul who has made such a choice: 
spiritual masochism. (Rad) 
 

Natural atonement – “I am sorry” 
 
Natural atonement can be as simple as saying “I am sorry” to whatever the natural corrective action would be 
relative to the NATURE of the transgression of whatever Natural Law itself. If I steal something from you what would 
be the natural corrective action ? And so on. (Rad) 
 

How to deal with natural guilt 
 
The best way to deal with it is to orientate to Soul to create conditions in its life that were the very causes that lead 
to the natural guilt in the first place, and then to do all that is possible to do the naturally right things in the face of 
those conditions. Everybody has natural guilt in varying degrees in their Soul. No Soul is ‘perfect.’ (Rad) 
 
I was deeply struck when I first saw this, years ago in the movie Gandhi. More and more I understand why. It is such 
an example of this principle. During that fast, toward the end of the Gandhi movie, a devout Hindu came to Gandhi 
and said, “I am going to hell.” Gandhi asked, “Why?” He said he had killed a Muslim boy during the violence that 
sprang up as the country was being divided into India and Pakistan. Gandhi replied, “I know a way out of hell. Find a 
child whose parents were killed in the violence and raise it. Only make sure it is a Muslim child and raise it as a 
Muslim.” Think of the implications of a devout Hindu raising a child as a Muslim, and the effect that would have on 
the Hindu man’s natural guilt, and also the effect on the child’s Soul, whose parents had been murdered by Hindus. 
(Steve) 

Another way one can make up for transgressions is, as one’s life gradually changes, to remind other sincere Souls 
who struggle with a similar inner darkness that there is indeed a way out. This human life is often hard. But there is 
ALWAYS a path back to God/Goddess for sincere Souls ready to take the necessary steps, which start with owning 
where we have been. (Steve) 
 

Patriarchal standard of God-perfection   
 
Every one of us has places we don’t want to see or look at, feel like we are farther along than we really are, etc. 
These are universal human conditions. Wolf would say since all things originate from God, what does this say about 
the actual nature of God, when all people have these same traits. His answer is it points to the inherent imperfection 
in God itself. And we judge ourselves using a patriarchal standard of God-perfection which no human anywhere 
throughout time has ever lived up to. Thus the need to be very kind to ourselves, to recognize how difficult it is to 
walk this path. And to recommit to it again and again, no matter how many times we stray or fall down. To pick self 
back up and get back on the pathway, that is the way. In the end, however long it takes, mastery over self is 
assured. It’s just that it takes a long time – that has to be accepted. (Steve) 
 

Patriarchal self-judgment 
 
The natural principle of life is diversity – same source, myriad of outer forms. This is why EA talks a lot about Natural 
Law. In patriarchy, things are judged as good or bad relative to human-created standards of what is right and wrong 
and how things should be. That is the opposite of accepting diversity as it was created. Over lifetimes of rejection 
for being the way they are, Souls become wounded and come to have distorted self-images of who and what they 
are. Thus they come to internalize deep self-judgments based on internalizing experiences they’ve had within the 
patriarchal realities. They come to believe the distortions they have been subjected to are in fact real. Thus they hide 
away “unacceptable” parts of who they are, and adopt personas that try to conform to society’s expectations of 
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proper behavior, pretending (even to self) to be what they are not. That right there is the root of our individual 
issues. The way out is the path back to accepting self the way one was created by God, regardless of what anyone 
thinks about it. (It’s a path that requires a lot of courage.) (Steve) 
 

Law of attraction – “The Secret”  
 
The Secret wasn’t any “secret” and, to me, it’s just the New Age version of Christian guilt. You’re not getting wealthy, 
healthy, the new job, whatever it is we want – because we don’t BELIEVE enough – we don’t PRAY hard enough. We 
don’t envision already having what we want, or we don’t use enough emotion, you’re not TRYING HARD ENOUGH, 
etc., etc., etc., ad nauseum – just reinforcing the person’s guilt and/or deep sadness because they haven’t been able 
to manifest whatever it is they want. Think of what this does to the person whose karma/evolutionary necessity 
demand that they NOT have whatever it is they’re trying to manifest – more guilt, more anger, more feelings of 
helplessness and hopelessness. The underlying premise that we need to and can change our thoughts to change our 
reality is valid, but it, too, somehow got distorted by tying it to man-made beliefs about what life is “supposed to 
look like/be.” And again, it’s getting back to the Natural God, the natural way of doing things, and the way things 
naturally are that will actually bring us to our own inner state of balance and grace. Sometimes we’re going to get 
eaten by the lion, and sometimes we’re going to be the one feasting on the filet. The bottom line that JWG always 
went back to were the words of Jesus to seek God first, put God first, and what you need will be given to you. And 
that seeking needs to be sincere and consistent. Such a simple concept, and yet if we’re honest with ourselves, it’s 
much harder to pull off. But as JWG also said many times, “The value is in the effort.” (Adina) 
 

Anger 
 
Of course anger could be part of the Lucifer effect. But the source of anger can be much more than that. Living in a 
patriarchal, unnatural reality as we do, anyone attuned to the natural is going to, at times, feel deep anger over the 
distortions that have occurred and continue occurring, due to the sense of the violations of Natural Law simply 
feeling “not right.” Not to mention the personal pain and traumas we have experienced, as a result. Anger does exist 
within Natural Law – it has its natural purposes. Like everything else, it can get distorted and misapplied. (Steve) 
 

Hate 
 
Hate correlates with Scorpio, the 8th house, and Pluto. It is a natural emotion. If the hate is being triggered because 
of conditions and/or events, there are many ways to deal with it, not just one way. All depends on the actual nature 
of such events and/or conditions. If such events and/or conditions are rooted in violations of Natural Laws then one 
can be pretty hard pressed to be free of it in meditation although, of course, it is possible. The guilt reaction to hate, 
itself, can be caused by many factors, not just one. It does not mean that things like rape, murder, etc. are natural 
at all. Hate is an emotion from within consciousness, the Soul that can be triggered by various external phenomena. 
What any given Soul does because of the emotion of hate, or anger which is another natural emotion, is up to that 
Soul. In patriarchal realities this can of course lead to things like murder and so on. Patriarchal realities are for the 
most part total distortions and perversions of Natural Laws. Thus, when a natural emotion like hate or anger is 
triggered within a Soul it can then manifest through these distorted realities in horrible ways like murder and so on. 
Hate is not a desire. It is an emotion that can be triggered by phenomenal events, or it can be triggered even as hate 
towards oneself by way of judging oneself against various standards that trigger the self-hate. One can see where 
the sign Scorpio is in any given chart, where Pluto is and/or Scorpio planets, and the sign on the 8th house cusp and 
the location of its planetary ruler by way of its own house, sign, and aspects to it that can all act as triggers for inner 
or outer hate. For example, if one had Gemini on the 8th house cusp one could feel ‘jealous’ of another’s intellectual 
abilities that could then lead to ‘hating’ that person.  
 
Nature is not human centered, indeed, and yet they are part of the totality of Nature. The fact that hatred can 
manifest in humans, as well as animals, has nothing to do whether a consciousness is distorted or not: the fact is it 
manifests and exists. Hatred does manifest in certain animals such as chimpanzees and other forms of the monkey 
kingdom for example. Humans are in fact part of the totality of Nature and humans have the emotion of hate within 
them which is simply an intensification of anger. Hate manifests from anger. It is a natural emotion, not one born 
simply of distortions. When hate is projected on another, humans or chimpanzees, that other can then become an 
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enemy. In humans and chimpanzees an enemy can be attacked and killed because of the hate. Chimpanzees can not 
only kill other chimpanzees because of being enemies, but they can also kill humans. They can even kill humans who 
want to own them as pets. When these things happen it has nothing to do with ‘abstractions.’ Ask any human when 
they are in the emotion of hate if they feel they are in an abstract state, or, in fact, in an emotional state. (Rad) 
 

Fear of Natural Law 
 
Where the person is trying to overturn the hold of the superstitious past, belief in religions and all the things that 
have held the race back, they have created science and technology as a new religion (although they rarely recognize 
that they have done this) that is going to save us from all the terrors and inequities of the past. Often people with 
those views are atheists, rebelling against the religious tyranny of the past. They have created Progress as a new 
religion. In essence they have thrown the baby out with the bath water. It’s a phase necessary for those Souls to 
move through. They are seeing partial truth – they see the damaging hold that superstition and giving power away 
has had over much of humanity. And they rebel against that, rightfully so. The issue is, they have created a modern 
version of the same thing, yet another incomplete partial truth. But they are not yet in a place where they see the 
limitations of the perspectives they’ve adopted. Ultimately, somewhere along the line, they have to embrace a 
spiritual reality because that will represent the next step towards greater truth. But that can be a very long journey. 
Another thing the astrologer might consider is what unresolved hardships and traumatizations occurred to [her] the 
Soul during natural times and, even more so, during the transition into patriarchal times, that are the hidden 
memories that lead to her attitudes. “I don’t want to go backwards!” is a very telling statement – it’s an emotional 
statement. On a deeper level it is saying “I don’t want to revisit the past”. Why? Sometimes that is a tipoff to the 
forgotten, unresolved traumatic events from the past. If the Soul has to remember the past it knows it will have to 
deal with painful issues it’s been avoiding forever.  
 
One way to approach someone like that is to make it clear that revisiting the past does not mean we are going back 
to living in the jungle or in tipi’s. Rather, ask her to consider if it’s possible there might be anything at all of value 
from the past that has gotten lost with the transition into modern times that might be worth rediscovering. That she 
does not need to give up anything she now has to explore the past. Basically you are trying to find a place of 
receptivity to what lies beyond what she now knows, into an unknown. You can ask her what she fears she will lose 
by investigating – what is the potential cost? Fears are not rational, so if she responds with fear, ask her what she is 
afraid of. And if she states some fears, ask her why does she think she has those specific fears. Tell her what you are 
doing is the scientific method, to objectively examine and analyze what you find in her, to better understand it. And 
that this is the method that is used to develop the technology and science she believes in. You are applying that 
same methodology to objectively look into her inner emotional states. In other words, creating a frame that is 
aligned with her worldview that does not push her buttons. If you really want dialogue and to help her understand 
a bit more, you have to step into her worldview and accept it as she sees it. Then little by little perhaps you can help 
her expand from where she is now. (Steve) 
 

Fear of losing Natural Laws 
 
Q.  Is there anything in EA that describes the fear a Soul may have of losing its understanding and internal realization 
of Natural Laws? 
 
A.  The Soul itself by way of its own memories in other lives that come forwards to the current moment of the Soul’s 
life. Such memories will have been caused in a diversity of ways. Within this is the fact once the Soul exits any given 
life into the astral realm, and then is reborn in yet another life, the actual memories from all those prior lives is ‘lost’ 
in any conscious sense by way of the ego created in that new life. So in a given life a Soul can have X Y Z of various 
types of realizations that will propel its evolutionary journey forwards and, at the same time, fear that those 
realizations will not be remembered in another life to come because of the veil that is created from life to life that 
does not allow for the memories/realizations to be remembered. This is Soul stuff: Pluto, Scorpio, and the 8th house. 
(Rad) 
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Natural parenting 
 
[The praise-punishment manner of raising children] is how the vast majority of children are being raised. Yet, we 
must also remember that the vast majority of people on this Earth do not have any conscious awareness of what is 
Natural, and what is not. Most humans have been so conditioned by all that is not natural that the very nature of 
that conditioning creates a reality in which that which is not natural is considered natural anyway. Thus, to be 
confronted with what is natural will then create a shock of recognition, because it is natural, then the guilt that 
comes from that recognition. And, yet, as JWG taught so often, the sense of psychological and emotional security 
for most humans is defined by the need to be self-consistent. So even when confronted by that which is natural, the 
shock of recognition that follows, there then is a typical defensiveness and denial because of the need to be self-
consistent: the conditioning of what is ‘normal’ as defined by the consensus.  
 
To admit that that which is natural would then require other admissions that would naturally lead to a state of 
awareness in most of how they have put phenomenal reality together is all wrong. All wrong. All of it. This would 
then in turn create a Soul angst, an existential anxiety of total insecurity. How many Souls are willing to go to that 
place? To literally start all over? Not too many. In fact I just read of a study in the USA that was born out of this 
incredible phenomena in that country of all these people who have made themselves ‘believe’ in an alternate reality 
that has nothing do with actual facts. The ‘tea party’ crowd is a perfect example of this, and those that still call 
themselves ‘Republicans’ in general as well. What these types of people have made themselves believe is total 
fiction, total delusion and illusions, that constitutes their actual reality. And when these people were then exposed 
to the actual facts that would of course defeat that alternate reality the typical reaction to those facts WAS TO DENY 
THOSE FACTS EVEN MORE, TO BECOME EVER MORE ENTRENCHED IN THEIR ALTERNATE REALITY AT ALL COSTS. This 
is the principle of self-consistency that JWG was teaching about for so long.  
 
So of course, following all this, most parents have zero clue about what is natural, including NATURAL PARENTING. 
Most parents pass along their own conditioning to the kids of course, including how they themselves were raised. 
The function of natural guilt is to make us change whatever it is that we did to ignite the natural guilt in the first 
place. This is a NATURAL WAY OF LEARNING. It is a NATURAL WAY OF LEARNING DISCRIMINATION OF WHAT IS RIGHT 
AND WRONG. How many parents know this and then teach this to their children? Natural guilt is meant to make us 
feel ‘bad’ about ourselves. And yet how many parents use whatever it is that the child has done to create this guilt 
as a true teaching situation that allows the child to see what it has done is naturally wrong? To actually EMBRACE 
IT? And then to change their behavior naturally as a result? And when that behavior changes, based on the child’s 
own recognition and desiring to change as a result, to extend to that child the type of LOVE that acknowledges the 
child’s own recognition, and the change the child has made? The sad fact is that most parents pass along judgments 
to their children that reinforce man-made guilt rooted in the very nature of the conditioning patterns that define 
their reality: a reality that is not rooted in Natural Laws. It is this very fact that then causes the child to feel ‘bad,’ or 
that there is something ‘wrong’ with them, when they violate these man-made guilt associations. And that leads to 
the praise/punish syndrome. (Rad) 
 

Natural roles for men and women 
 
First, to me, there is no start point for the matriarchy. In fact what is called the matriarchy is a bit over-blown to me 
because all the people on Earth lived in a natural way, natural laws, that included the natural laws of men and 
women. Thus, the natural roles for women and men come from these natural laws. It is true that all issues relative 
to ‘spiritual’ matters were the domain of women who were typically regarded as the ‘keeper of the flame.’ Yet in 
those natural times there was no artificial God/ess that was ever conceived at all. All things in the natural world 
including spiritual issues were just that: natural. Thus the entire world of ‘spirits’ of all kinds is what the peoples of 
natural times understood, and lived by. Thus the role of the ‘shaman’ came from this time. Even all the ‘shaman’ 
until the patriarchy manifested were in fact women, not men: keepers of the flame. The first time a ‘God’ was 
conceived was exactly around the time of the transition from these natural times to the patriarchal times. The first 
actual conception for a Creator being that is called God/ess was in fact a feminine God: Namu. This was at the very 
beginning of the patriarchal time which of course gave way to all the patriarchal crap that followed that had the 
effect of completely distorting all things natural, including what we can call a Natural God/ess. (Rad) 
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It is important to understand the fact that the female produced the male in the first place for evolutionary reasons 
linked with necessary survival. JWG wrote quite a bit about this in his second book on Pluto that is all about 
relationships from an EA point of view that included a chapter on Pluto in Sagittarius wherein he talks about the 
natural laws that correlate to men and women. (Rad) 
 

Gender switch 
 
(Q) Is gender switch part of every soul’s journey, and if not, then what is this a consequence of? Is this just part of 
natural law or is it the consequence of doing or not doing something in the past to create the current karmic reality? 
 
(A) It is a function of natural laws. (Rad) 
 

Male courting 
 
Male courting is a result of patriarchal conditioning. JWG wrote an entire book on relationships: Pluto 2. In the Pluto 
in Sagittarius section there is quite a bit about the nature of the patriarchy/matriarchy in terms of what is natural, 
and what is not. (Rad) 
 

Nature 
 
Humans’ separation from each other via distorted belief systems, as well as separation from other life forms on the 
planet includes the idea that humans are “superior” to other life forms, ie plants, animals, etc., instead of simply 
different from and interdependent. The idea of this kind of separateness – the DISTORTION of it –  goes back to the 
Old Testament when humans were given “dominion over” nature. And that dominion over has created the 
destruction OF nature. Since the entire system IS interdependent, then we can see why humans’ extinction is 
looming ahead of us. (Adina) 
 

Daemon Soul 
 
Daemon Souls, shamans, have evolved their state of consciousness to be in total unity within the consciousness of 
what many call Gaia: the total state, consciousness, of Nature manifesting in a variety of forms. In this unified 
consciousness the Daemon/Shaman Soul is thus aware of all the Natural Laws that exist in the time/space reality we 
call Earth. Being aligned and unified with these Natural Laws they are thus able to be in conscious relationships with 
the different states of consciousness as manifested in the various forms on Earth. The Daemon/Shaman Soul evolves, 
over time, into this total state of awareness. (Rad) 
 

Consciousness of plants 
 
Q.  Do some plants have a malevolent consciousness? 
 
A.  No. All plants, as in any other form of life, have a natural instinct to survive and to reproduce in order for long 
term survival to occur. Thus, the ‘strategies’ that all forms of life, including plants, have learned by way of being in 
relationship to the totality of Creation itself on Earth are just that: learned strategies. How these strategies may be 
perceived and judged by humans has nothing to do with what the plants themselves are in fact doing in order to 
survive. (Rad) 
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Archetype of judgment (Capricorn) manifesting through Pisces 
 
What JWG taught is that judgment as an archetype in human consciousness is natural, and that the archetype of 
judgment in and of itself is Capricorn, the 10th house, and Saturn. He taught that the issue is not the right or 
wrongness of judgment as such, BUT THE CONTENT USED TO MAKE JUDGMENTS IN THE FIRST PLACE. Is that content 
rooted in Natural Laws, or is that content merely a collection of all kinds of man-made laws that have nothing to do 
with Natural Laws. When the archetype of judgment that emanates from the 10th house, Capricorn, or Saturn 
manifests through the 12th house, Neptune, or Pisces that then can correlate with the judgments made about 
spiritual disciplines, practices, the ‘rights and wrongs’ of spiritual life, of various gods and goddesses, and, of course, 
one’s own relationship to all things spiritual. He taught a lot about all the artificial man-made rules and laws 
concerning spiritual life, all the ‘should be’s’ so to speak. And how any Soul who enters spiritual life where the nature 
of that spiritual life has been created and defined by man-made laws that the judgments made either through one’s 
own inner judgment of itself, or judgments made and projected upon others and oneself, that this commonly leads 
to not being good enough as measured against these man-made spiritual doctrines. This is why he talked and taught 
so much about the difference between these man-created, patriarchal, spiritual disciplines and their ‘teachings’ 
versus what natural spirituality is, what the Natural Laws are, and thus to change the very nature of the CONTENT 
used to make the judgments in the first place. (Rad) 
 
 

 


